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Bringing Jesus Back Home

Dear Friend
Wish you a Merry Christmas 2020.
Like every year, I hope you will enjoy the best of this Christmas with your loved ones.
Every year as Christmas approaches, I get so excited about this catalog. Why? Because many
times, my heart has shattered, as I have seen many underprivileged lives, heard their tearful
stories, and felt their inhumane persecutions. Yet, you have always heard their cries and supported them by being a hope into their lives.
Globally, we are going through a lot of ups and downs this year. COVID-19 has its adverse
effects resulting in a lot of bad consequences among every native people while landslides and
floods have another side of devastating stories. This year many lost their lives, and many went
through extreme hardships.
Still, they hope for a better tomorrow and look forward to celebrating Christmas with fun and
excitement forgetting their past, anxieties, and sorrows.
Your prayers and generosity will be the reasons for the beautiful smiles of the underprivileged
and downtrodden native people of Himalayas this Christmas. Your support will convey love,
give hope, and awake dreams in people's hearts that so often felt defeated by their lack. Your
support helps light a fire in many kitchens, saves many from depression and unpleasant
incidents, brings hope to many darkened lives, and most importantly gives direction in leading
lives through Jesus to salvation.
As you consider how to celebrate Christmas, I encourage you to join us in helping deprived
families in the remote Himalayas find hope in the Lord. May God bless you and fill you with His
joy this special season!
Yours for the people of the Himalayas
Pastor Haron Adrian
Founder and Director

Local Outreaches
& Evangelism

Gifts Of Time And Love Are Surely
The Basic Ingredients
Of a Truly Merry Christmas

RHMI leaders are so dedicated to win one more soul for the Lord that quite often
they ignore personal risk to take the Word to people in the most unreached places
of the Himalayas.
Generally, during heavy rainfall, overflowing rivers and during leech season,
people do not go out of their house much, but our committed leaders are so determined that amid heavy rainfalls and leeches perching on the grass, bushes and
trees they travel miles disregarding any threats, night darkness, slippery and
muddy paths, or wild animals and insects' attacks to share the Gospel, visit sick
believers and do God's ministry.
Local outreach and evangelism are so important because our dearest brothers
and sisters in the Himalayas travel long distance of approx. 2-4 hours on foot just
to hear the sermon and attend conferences. Many leave their household chores and
field work undone to receive blessings. Many women come to the conference
carrying their children in bamboo basket (Doko). This is not to meet a new person
in the village or filling their stomachs at the feast after the conference. It is from a
true hunger of meeting the eternal bread of Life-Jesus Christ. You can imagine
how desperate they are to get rid of the darkness and superstitions that are still
existing in traditional communities.

$ 700- $1000

Native
Missionary

$ 50-$100

Missionary work is not easy because salvation is not a cheap experience.
The harsh life in the Himalayas is beyond imagination. The Himalayan
regions are spiritually dark places. Spiritual attacks, persecutions and
physical attacks are quite common for believers in these regions.
A man who is full of the love of God is not content with blessing his
family only, but thinks about all the people in the world, anxious to bless
the whole human race. Native missionaries are the 'called of God.' Their
authority is above that of the kings of the earth. By revelation they have
been selected as a personal representative of the Lord Jesus Christ who
works day and night, regardless of any harsh seasons, troubles of daily
life, and difficulties while travelling.
Their voice is His voice, and their acts are His acts; their words are His
words, and their doctrine are His doctrine. Their commission is to do what
He wants to be done. To say what He wants to be said. To be a living,
modern witness in word and deed of the divinity of Jesus Christ.

Training Leaders
RHMI provides training
and nurtures mission
field leaders by providing them with progressive leadership teaching
and in-depth Bible education that helps them to
develop themselves and
be confident in leading
their flocks against any
future
complications
and persecutions. We
focus
in
creating
intimacy with God.
Our investment in the Kingdom of God through leadership training has
always resulted in great productivity. We want to ensure that our mission
leaders are performing at or above our expectations.

$ 75

Sewing Machine

$ 160
Many unschooled and underprivileged women have encountered the love
of Christ through the sewing ministry. They have forgotten their past and
learned to become self-independent and successful missionaries.
After 6 months of sewing course and receiving graduation certificates, our
sisters have become independent and capable of running their own businesses of sewing clothes. This ministry has not only helped them to uplift
themselves but has empowered many women as single, widow, divorced,
and others.
Also, RHMI has rescued, intervened and supported many sisters, who were
sometimes a victim of sex-trafficking. The sewing training has provided
them a new perspective on their life and encouraged them to continue
living their lives with extra hope.
Sewing machine can be an income generation opportunity and a 'once in a
lifetime means of escape' from poverty by helping to empower these
women and young girls to escape the sex trafficking trade through the
purchase of a sewing machine.
Today, they tithe faithfully and are able to support ministries, pay personal
debts, look after their kids and families, add properties, and much more.

Education Scholarship

It is necessary to instill healthy attitudes, positive traits and quality education in children so that they can grow up to become balanced individuals.
Children in the Himalayas hope to see their feet stepping through the doors
of the school. They dream of holding books and wish to wear school ties
around their necks.
What dreams are they dreaming of? Expensive toys, costly chocolates or
delicious foods? No, they just want to be seated on the school benches,
learning from their teachers.
Let their dreams not be limited to their ragged pillows.

$ 25

Bicycles for Missionaries
RHMI pastors in Nepal often struggle to
travel the vast distances between the
remote unreached villages they visit.
Bicycles enable them to arrive where
they need to be with speed and ease.
With the help of their bicycles our
brothers can bring change to communities by travelling to many places at a
single time with punctuality and serve
with productive manner.

$ 125

Motorcycle for Pastor
Being passionate for Jesus drives
our pastors to always want to
reach the next village. Travelling
on the roads is not an easy task
specially through broken and
muddy roads. In addition to their
own church, pastors have many
house churches and groups that
are far from the church. Even
with a bicycle they cannot get to
all of them timely. Motorcycles
allow them to reach many new areas with the Gospel.

$ 3000

Jesus film ministry

$ 1000
RHMI seeks the most cost-effective and comprehensive way of reaching out
and sharing the Gospel with others. Showing films about Jesus has always had
a significant impact in remote villages of the Himalayas. These films are one of
the most effective evangelism tools in the Christian ministry. They have
touched lives and hearts of many destitute and underprivileged villagers of the
remote Himalayas for many years.
As our prime focus is the discipleship, which is always a necessity for building
mature Christians and growing strong churches, we look to incorporate the best
and most effective ways, like the films about Jesus to fulfill the ministry's
visions. There are hundreds of innocent and illiterate people who have never
heard the name of Jesus and do not easily understand the Gospel explained in
words. But now, through the film depicting the life of Jesus, they can see then
believe what they have seen.

All over the Himalayas, people are so desperate for Bibles that
hardly one can imagine. They know what a simple, yet powerful book of the Words of God is. RHMI carries Bibles to wherever there is
a need; walking miles with the heavy packages to deliver the nectar of Life.
Many believers in the high mountains are praying and fasting that they
would receive their own Tribal Bible someday.

$5

As parents, God entrusts us with greater
responsibility and the sacred privilege of
teaching our children not only about Him but also about how they should
live their lives. When our kids have many unanswerable creative questions,
we have the privilege of coming alongside and counseling them, but we
also get to teach them to ask God for wisdom and direct them to the Bible
for answers. Children’s Bibles are available in some languages that illustrate the Word at a child’s level of understanding.

$7

radio ministry

As 57% of Nepal's total population is still illiterate, most people struggle to read and write.
In order to reach more people with the impact of God’s Word, in a cost-effective manner,
we give excellent, oral Bible lessons and messages through different strategies. The radio
ministry has become the best way in multiplying disciples as they share their testimonies
and let other villagers also hear from it. It is like a daily bread for them that fills their spirit
all the time.

AM

FM

the blessed life

mini radio speaker

The vision of the radio ministry is to reach

We offer a mini radio speaker with over

as many unreached villages as possible.

200 powerful recorded Bible teachings. We

This includes believers, non-believers and

load the lessons on micro SD cards to play

any radio listeners. We are spreading the

in the small, battery powered speakers that

Gospel and powerful teachings once

people can take with them anywhere since

every week. This ministry has blessed

it is handy and durable, to listen and learn

many radio listeners in and out of the

the Word of God.

Himalayas.

$ 150

$ 25

Christmas lunch and Gift

RHMI has always understood that millions live with
hunger and malnourishment
because they simply cannot
afford to buy enough food,
cannot afford nutritious
foods or cannot afford the
farming supplies they need
to grow enough good food
of their own. Hunger can be
viewed as a dimension of
extreme poverty.
Poverty, job instability, food
shortages, poor infrastructure, unstable markets, climate change, war,
conflict and many more can be the major causes of hunger but RHMI
sees every reason from a different angle.
Because we love the peoples of the Himalayas, we pledge ourselves to
do all we can to help all of our people. From the continuing bondage of
poverty, deprivation, and suffering, to gender and cultural discrimination. Poverty is not made by God; we can show His love by sharing what
we have and not ignoring the tremendous need.
RHMI feeds hundreds of children every Christmas to share the love of
Christ and impact lives.

$5

CHICKENS

$ 16 (pAIR)

Poultry farming is very beneficial in the
Himalayas. With their daily supply of
fresh eggs, chickens provide a steady
source of protein and healthy fat.
Income is also generated from selling
eggs or young chickens. It’s a multiplying business that can help one to be
independent and rise above poverty line.

GOATS

$ 140

Goats provide a regular supply of meat,
milk, and manure. Goat's milk is used to
nourish growing children. Any extra
milk provides some extra income. They
are very hardy and multiply quickly to
provide an excellent return on the
investment.

PIGLETS

$ 60 (pAIR)

Piglets can be useful in growing a business and getting a good return through
its meat. The food to the pigs is the best
way to utilize food wastages. Such
livestock have a great impact for
sustainable employment and income
generating opportunities.

milking cow

$ 700
water buffalo
Buffaloes are an integral part of
livestock agriculture in the Himalayas. Buffaloes plays a pivotal role in
overall social development through
contributions of milk, meat, hides
and draft power for farming. In fact,
everything is used including horns
and hair. Buffalo forms a part of the
property, possession and profession
of rural farmers. Not only that, they
are an easily ‘convertible currency’
and a reliable ‘living bank’ to serve
the immediate needs of the rural
masses in several communities. Of
all domestic animals, buffalo holds
the greatest promise and potential
for production.

Cows are one of the most
useful of domestic animals.
They benefit people and the
environment in many ways
that we fail to recognize or
appreciate. They are raised
as dairy animals for milk
and other dairy products
and as draft animals. Cow
dung is also used as fuel all
over the country. And it is
also used as fertilizer on
crops.

$ 500

yak

$ 1200

Y

aks are both
domestic
and
wild
animals that are found at
the higher ranges of the
Himalayan mountains.
Yaks are found anywhere
from 3,200 to 5,400
meters and will not thrive
at lower altitudes.
Domesticated Yaks are
the source of income and lifestyles of many brothers and sisters
in the Himalayas. The first support we bestowed to our beloved
believers were the Yaks that became the best source of earning
to them. They multiplied the number of yaks through breeding
processes. They use Yaks to plough fields and carry large loads
across high passes.
Yaks are very useful in the Himalayas. Yaks are also kept for
their milk, which can be made into a hard cheese called Churpi,
or for their meat, which is often smoked and dried. Yak skin is
also durable leather and yak manure is a good fertilizer and fuel
source. Domesticated yaks can also be crossbred with other
cattle to produce hybridized yaks for lower altitudes, called
Zopyaks or Dzo.
Despite spending many hours with Yaks in the fields, our faithful believers gather in the evening to do devotions and sing His
praises. No matter how harsh their lifestyle is, they are faithful
in tithing and serving God with their first production.

well of life

$ 1500

Freshwater—the stuff we drink, bathe in,
irrigate our farm fields with—is incredibly
rare. Only 1% of Nepal's water is freshwater, and two-thirds of that is tucked away in
frozen glaciers or otherwise unavailable for
our use.
As a result, thousands and thousands of
people Nepal-wide lack access to water, and
95% of total underprivileged villages find
water scarce for at least one month of the
year. Inadequate sanitation is also a problem. Contamination brings diseases, such as
cholera and typhoid fever, and other water-borne illnesses. Hundreds
of people, mostly children, die each year from diarrheal diseases alone.
The water wells can become the central source of drinking water,
reducing the need of bringing waters from distant places. This effective
idea for community development can become a gathering spot to evangelize and share the Gospel and bring many lives to Christ in a convenient way.

$ 50

water filter

Pure drinking water is a significant
and accelerating problem for
hundreds of people Nepal-wide,
hindering growth in food production,
and harming human health and
economic development.
The life without clean drinking water
nearby is the tragic reality of the
Himalayas. Many native people die
from shortage of clean drinking water
as well as water borne diseases.

Cemented water Tank

$ 3500

Clean water is essential for healthy living. Poor economic conditions, difficult
terrain, poor technology and insufficient planning are causing wastage of water in
Nepal.
The sources of drinking water are getting polluted due to garbage, sewage,
improper use and lack of awareness about the need for safe drinking water. But the
problem of water in the Hilly and Himalayan regions of Nepal is a different story.
In the Lowlands or Terai regions, water wells can be bored with a drilling
machine. In the Hilly region and the Himalayas, a source of water must first be
located. Then permission has to be given to use the water. Next a reservoir is built
at the source, then plastic pipes are laid to bring the water to the water tap or taps.
Many times a reservoir is also built at the delivery destination to provide continuity
of water availability.

outdoor toilet
Adequate sanitation and toilets are necessities that ensure and promote the health
of people in developing countries. The importance of sanitation and toilets lies in
helping reduce the spread of diseases. Sanitation systems aim to protect health by
providing and promoting a clean environment.
Outside toilets can be used in a multitude of locations and situations and ensure
that waste can be disposed of in a sanitary manner. Outside toilets are useful and
beneficial when properly assembled and maintained.
Learning of the importance of sanitation and toilets can lead to proposing and
establishing sustainable sanitation for whole communities with no access to sanitation. The disparities of hygiene access in the Himalayas need to be addressed to
ensure the health of communities and generations to come.

$ 300

tin roof

$ 370

Aluminum has unique heat regulating
properties unlike steel, copper or tin.
Aluminum roofs reflect solar radiant
heat, which can help to keep the structure cooler. It is also more leak-proof
than the normal thatched roofing or
boards on battens.
Regarding earthquakes and other natural disasters, metal roofing is also lightweight, creates little stress on the load
bearing roof support structures and can
be installed on top of an existing roof.
A lightweight roof is very useful for
large and or old structures, as it helps to
maintain the overall structural integrity
of the building. Despite its light
weight, metal roofing provides
increased wind resistance when compared to other roofing materials. This is
because metal roofing systems use
interlocking panels.

solar light

$ 200

In the remote Himalayan regions where
there are no road networks, there is
always lack of developmental infrastructures. Out of many disadvantages,
lack of electricity is the most sensitive
one.
Solar energy provides the power and is
a renewable energy source.
Villagers in the Himalayas use the solar
panel to operate lamps and recharge
mobile phones. The one or two lamps
in their houses operates on electricity
from

DISASTER RELIEF

$ 200 - $450

During any disasters, the most
vulnerable of families usually
gets doubly victimized. RHMI
has been coming across grievances regarding the treatment of
the poor and daily wage workers
who have been struggling for
necessities, like food, clothes
and shelter.
The aim of our emergency response is to provide immediate assistance to maintain life, improve health and support the morale of the affected population.
Also, effective disaster preparedness helps alleviate some of the chaos wrought
by the unexpected crisis. It is critical to have a written plan in place, and for all
staff to understand their role within the plan.

WARM BLANKETS

$ 50

It is quite cold in the Himalayas in
the winter and people shiver with
the cold. People usually say that
thousands of people die from cold,
but we say that they die due to lack
of warm clothes and blankets. Poor
and helpless people sleep in rags at
footpaths and roadside and die of
cold. These poor people sleep close
to each other during cold waves, but sound sleep is impossible without blankets
in such conditions. They shiver due to the cold breeze all the night and some
elderly persons die during these temperature extremes.
RHMI purchases warm, heavy duty blankets that will last more than one season.
Since we have an extensive network of pastors, missionaries and evangelists,
we can deliver these blankets to where they are needed the most.

MOSQUITO NETS

$ 15

Sleeping under an insecticide-treated net (ITN) is the most
widely adopted preventive measure against malaria. ITNs are
effective because in most malaria-endemic regions of the Himalayas, the female mosquito that
transmits malaria only bites at
night.
ITNs – and long-lasting insecticidal nets (LLINs), represent a cost-effective
means of prevention of malaria and other dangerous communicable diseases
spread through mosquito bites. This highly effective vector control method
protects people from malaria-carrying mosquitoes in at least three ways:
1. By acting as a physical barrier between mosquitoes and the people sleeping
under the net;
2. The chemical in ITNs repels mosquitoes, or kills them when they land on the
net;
3. Through the ‘community effect’, which occurs when most people in a community sleep under an ITN, resulting in an overall reduction of the mosquito population and its lifespan, thereby reducing the transmission of malaria.

WARM JACKETS

$ 35

Hundreds of people perish from
cold every year due to the lack of
warm clothes. Those less fortunate people, who have no shelter,
no blanket, no shoes and no
warm clothes are helpless
because of poverty. When we
share our generosity and provide
them with warm jackets, we not
only cover their shivering bodies, but we also cover their frozen hearts with the
warm love of Jesus Christ.

blood pressure monitor

$ 50

Untreated high blood pressure can
damage organs over time and lead to
stroke or heart disease. Because our
pressure changes constantly depending on what we are doing, native
people in the Himalaya are the most
vulnerable ones. Hospitals and
health clinics are located so far away
and require hours of walking to get
to.
A small act of kindness can save their life and make them health conscious at the
same time.

digital thermometer

$ 22

The native people living in remote
villages lack health services and
timely treatments. But they can use
normal medical equipment to find
out the seriousness of their sickness on their own. One such medical tool is the digital thermometer.
It is convenient and handy for
anyone to use.
Digital thermometers can read temperatures fast and with high
accuracy. They are handy and easy to use; one can even carry the
thermometer in his/her bag. The display is easy to read.
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